SNAFU Con does not condone harassment!
We strive to be a safe place, but we need your help.
Please report any harassment to our rovers.
Reportable incidents include but are not limited to:
• Sexual images in public spaces (any area in the con that isn’t
18+ ID Controlled)
• Deliberate intimidation, stalking, or following
• Harassing photography or recording
• Inappropriate or uninvited physical contact
• Unwelcome sexual attention
• Advocating or encouraging any of the above behavior
• Anyone being made to feel unwelcome (especially by SNAFU

Escort for Your Safety
We are here for you. We are happy to escort you to your room
or car at any time of day. No explanation needed.

Dial-A-Rover!
(Dial-A-Staﬀer)

Text or call our convention help-line at 775-476-2366

Do you Discord?
Talk to us in our public chat room on your
phone, tablet, or laptop: snafucon.com/chat
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Thank you to these awesome Sponsors:

Just a minute of your time...

I used t
oe
but it w njoy eating c
loc
as time
consum ks
ing.

The future hasn't been written yet. Each new choice branches
the time line. Alter the future for the better by providing your
feedback. Did you like something you experienced? Did
you hate something you saw? Do you just want to tell us a
story? We want to hear all of it. We take all feedback into
consideration when planning for the next year and we can’t
fix things we don’t know about.

feedback@snafucon.com

Join our mailing list:

https://snafucon.com/contact

Find us on Facebook and Twitter:
SNAFUCon
SNAFUCon
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The theme for 2021 is
Time Travel!

Whether you used a machine or accidentally fell into a portal, we are glad your time
travel adventure brought you to now. Stick around for a while, although you can
always come back.
If your time machine is in need of repair, one of our mechanics will rescramble the
upspin neutrino phase by Sunday. Or you can take one of many returning quantum
bubbles that are projected to open just after Closing Ceremonies.
For those of you joining us from the past, take part in our occasional Socratic
Dialogs in the panel rooms. Our Rave is an evolution of your Gregorian Chants or
a Concertos. Our Vendor’s room is similar to the Agora of Athens or the Ottomans’
Grand Bazaar.
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Time Repair Wanted

Welcome to SNAFU Con! We’ve been all over the time-sphere and there are things that need to be done around
here. Find the time bosses for tasks and quests to keep our time machines in working order. Receive tickets you
can exchange for fabulous prizes!

How to Play!

Rules!

Find a time boss around the convention floor (they’ll be
wearing a neon yellow hat or armband with a “!” pin)
to receive a quest. These quests will vary in difficulty
from a quick task to something trickier that may be
time consuming. Tickets will be awarded according to
the difficulty of the task. Remember, an earnest way to
earn tickets is to Volunteer and help SNAFU Con be an
amazing event!

1. Tasks may take you to all areas of the con! Please be
respectful of our less adventurous con-goers.

Once you have collected enough tickets, you can
redeem them at the prize booth in the theme room to
choose from many fabulous prizes. Some prizes are
limited in quantity so pick them while supplies last!

2. Some tasks are repeatable, but some may be a onetime-only deal.
3. Take care of your tickets. SNAFU Con is not
responsible for any lost tickets.
4. Prizes are first-come, first-served. But don’t despair!
The best prizes will change day-by-day to give everyone
the best chance at earning something cool!
5. Remember that there is no running in the con areas
or the hallways.
6. Have fun, Adventurers!

I went back in time to ancient Rome,
and now Facebook is trying to
sell me chariot insurance.

The Great Basin Buccaneers
The Great Basin Buccaneers are a group of reenactors local to the Reno area who like
to portray Pirates in all their glory. They embrace all phases of piracy: Historical,
Fantasy, Steampunk, and so on. We specialize in table top period games, and
shenanigans! We be tellers of tall tales, and have been known recruit from the
general population to help spread the good word of the Black Flag! Kids, ask
our Captain to tell you the tale of the Turtle Tears!
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Letters from the Chairs
Visitors, attendees,
travelers, saints and
scoundrels alike, I
bid you welcome to
SNAFU Con!

Hello all!
Well this has been a heck
of a year, hasn’t it. Oh, it’s
been two years? I suppose
it has. The time traveling
we managed to do to
get here messed up my
sense of time a little bit.
Seriously, though, it’s been
a really tough time for all
of us and I’m so proud of
all of you to have made it
this far.

Our wondrous
event is here to
spark joy in your
lives and wonder
in your hearts, so
prepare yourselves for a wild time! We’ve been hard
at work, all year long, concocting the perfect recipe
for giddy excitement – and I believe we’ve nailed it!
SNAFU Con is my pride and joy, and I’m sure if you
ask any of my fellow staff they’ll tell you the same
thing. Every year, I have an absolute blast, and then
mope for about a week when it ends... until I hear
about next year’s theme and the gears begin turning
in my head. At that point, my imagination takes off
and I begin the search for new games with glee!
I may have been doing this since Day 1 (and before,
if we’re to count the proto-events back when all
the founders were students at UNR), but I have
never grown tired of it. To me, SNAFU Con is an
expression of joy: not just a labor of love, but a
way of spreading that love to all and sundry. Here
you can gush about your favorite things with likeminded people and discover new and wondrous
things, be they anime, costumes, games, or offthe-wall one-man shows, all brought to you by our
hard-working and passionate volunteers.
It’s a veritable nexus of geekhood, and we’d be
honored if you would take a moment to enjoy it
with us!
~Dragon Paragon
SNAFU Con Chair

The team has worked really hard to make this event
happen this year in the middle of our biggest challenge
ever. Most of us have had personal battles to fight in
addition to the con battles and I just want to recognize
how hard this year was. You’ve all done amazing and here
we are; we made it.
Times are still tough, but I want you to take a breath (in
your mask, please!) and just let the con energy revitalize
you.
We had a lot of really hard decisions to make this year
but we did everything we could to make this as safe of an
event as possible and if you have fun this weekend and
stay safe doing it then it’s going to make all those hard
decisions and unfun policy changes worth doing.
We have some fun games and programming for you to
check out. Spend some time at main stage. Check out our
amazing artists and vendors. Participate in some panels.
Join our Discord and keep in touch with the con people
all year long.
Welcome to SNAFU Con 2021. Now go fix the timeline.
Or break it. Whatever.
~beta
SNAFU Con Vice Chair

Random spices keep appearing out of nowhere.
Guess someone broke the thyme-line.
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Achievements Day Zero
Do you have any special symbols on your badge? We give
out achievements for doing things at previous years’ cons!
See the full list of achievements on our website:
https://snafucon.com/achievements

Stop by Thursday after 6:00 PM for some
special pre-con activities! Registration will be
open so you can pick up your (pre-paid) badge.
We’ve got a swap meet, tabletop gaming, and
entertainment. We’ll be open as late as 11pm
and we’ve got free popcorn and plenty of
seating. Come hang out!

Park your time boat twice at
our pier to get the
temporal pair of docks deal.

Breakthrough Reno is offering a 10% discount
with the code SNAFU2021
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Guests of Honor
John Gremillion

an Anime Feature Film, 2015). Other
roles include Nakeshi Hirokawa in
Parasyte: The Maxim, General
Liver in Akame Ga Kill!, as well
as roles in Attack on Titan,
Black Clover, Fire Force, Log
Horizon, and many others.

John Gremillion is a stage, film, and
voice actor who has been working
in anime for over 20 years,
providing voices for dozens
of popular anime titles
for ADV, FUNimation,
Okratron 5000, and
Sentai Filmworks.

A professional video
editor for over 20 years,
John worked on the
supplemental materials
ADV’s 2010 release of
Halo Legends and for
FUNimation’s release of
Assassination Classroom
Vol 2. He studied film at
The University of Texas at
Austin and Theatre Arts at The
Juilliard School of Drama.

John’s most popular
roles include Gentle
Criminal in My Hero
Academia, Dracule
Mihawk in One Piece,
Roland Chapelle in
Food Wars, Arthur
Randall in Black Butler,
and D in Sentai’s recent
re-release of Vampire Hunter
D (Nominated for Best Male
Lead Vocal Performance in

Aaron Romo

Aaron Romo is a professional animator and illustrator
who has worked on feature films, television series
work, video games, and commercials for companies
such as Disney, Warner Brothers, Fox Feature,
Nickelodeon, Sony Pictures and Zynga to name a
few.

He has worn the hats of storyboard director,
character and concept designer, and supervising
animator. He is also the creator of the hugely popular
online web comic Fairview High, which is currently
being pitched as an animated series.
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Lisle Wilkerson

Lisle Wilkerson grew up in Tokyo, Japan. She is fluent
in Japanese and has been working in the
entertainment industry for over 25
years. She is the voice behind such
video game powerhouse female
fighters such as Nina Williams
and Christie Monteiro in
Tekken, Sarah Bryant in Virtua
Fighter, as well as Shenmue,
Crazy Taxi, and many others.

Lisle had her big screen acting debut in the Academy
Award-winning film Lost in Translation with Bill
Murray and Scarlet Johannson. She also played
a major role in the indie award-winning film
Kamataki.

Lisle worked as one of the
main media correspondents
for NHK’s popular show
Tokyo Eye and has also done
interviews and interpreting
for numerous red carpets for
Hollywood’s biggest events, such
as the Grammys, the Academy
Awards, The Golden Globes, and the
Emmys including interviews with Amy
Adams, Christian Bale, Kevin Costner, Jennifer
Lawrence, Mike Tyson, Hugh Jackman, and Glen Close.

Lisle also does bilingual event MCing
and interpreting, and handled the
world premiere screening event of
Makoto Shinkai’s Your Name as well as
working many times with the lovely
ladies of Love Live Aquos, Evangelion’s
Yoko Takahashi, and many of the top
seiyuu, musicians, and industry guests
from Japan.
During COVID-19 she started a weekly
Twitch Stream called The Adventures of
a Blonde Geisha where she talks about her
experiences growing up and working as a voice
actor in Japan.

Lady Staba

Lady Staba is a Reno, NV based cosplayer of over 10 years and
has made over 100 costumes for herself and others. She has
won numerous awards, including several Best in Show and
Best Craftsmanship at conventions across the West Coast.
Recently, she was a finalist in the Ultimate Online Cosplay
Championship 2021. Lady Staba has had the honor of
representing several companies at conventions including
Guerrilla Games as the protagonist Aloy from their video
game Horizon Zero Dawn.
Outside of cosplaying, Lady Staba plays video games and
watches anime and movies with her husband and two kids.
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Danielle McRae

Danielle McRae is a voice-over actress residing
in Los Angeles, California. As a huge fan of video
games and anime, her passion has led her to
pursue a voice acting career in the industry. Some
of her most notable credits have been in Karma
the Enlightened One in League of Legends, Hagara
the Stormbinder in World of Warcraft: Cataclysm,
Gwen in Final Fantasy VII Remake, and Painwheel
in the popular 2D fighting game Skullgirls Encore.
She’s also been in anime and orginal animated
shows such as Sword Art Online, Gargantia: On the
Verderous Planet as Onderia, Magi: The Kingdom
of Magic as Orba, Kuroba Adventures as Reina,
Kindikids as Beery Cool Fridge, Death Battle as
Lucy/Nyu, Ascendance of a Bookworm as Ralph,
and Kemono Friends as African Wild Dog.
Danielle has also earned roles in many other video
games including Threia Hazelgrimm in Atelier
Escha & Logy; S-Sha in Megadimension Neptunia
VII; Cheetah in Cyberdimension Neptunia; Amira
and Faith in Monster Prom; Rosemary Reed

in Remothered:
Tormented Fathers;
Sue in Arcade
Spirits; Renata,
Harmony
and Dark
Harmony in
Phantomgate;
Rift Arachna
in Heroes of
Newerth; New
Conglomerate
Solider in
Planetside 2; Sidel
in Dragon Nest;
Captain Arley Sims and
The Adjutant in Starcraft Universe;
Wing Diver
Unit in Earth Defense Force 2025; Rogue in Nuclear
Throne; Commander in Warfare Online; Zorin
Blitz in TeamFourStar’s Hellsing Ultimate Abridged;
Female Keeper in Enderal: The Shards of Order;
Rami the Repossession Monk in Banzai Arcade;
Isys in Dead Island: Epidemic; and many more.

Da Rap Nerd

Da Rap Nerd (formerly known
as Darealwordsound) is a Bay
Area, California nerdcore
hip hop artist, hip hop
educator, entrepreneur,
DJ, voice actor, producer,
Pro Tools certified audio
engineer, youth mentor,
and still that funny
nerdy guy who loves
anime and video games.
After taking a brief hiatus
in 2019 to focus on mental
health, Da Rap Nerd has
dropped numerous projects
focusing on the importance of
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self-love and self-efficacy. With his
latest project “Raw Cookie Dough”,
Da Rap Nerd has finally found his
new sound that everyone is finding
to be inspirational, empowering,
and a breath of fresh air within the
Nerdcore hip hop community. Not
only has he been making a difference
with his music, he is also active in
his community even during COVID,
working with after school programs
to help youth find their creative outlet
during these chaotic times. Da Rap
Nerd is back and everyone couldn’t be
more happy.

Steve Nunez, a.k.a. Warky T. Chocobo
Steve “Warky” Nunez is an award-winning singer,
lyricist, composer, letterer, editor, and actor
for video games, film, audiobooks, and
more. Fresh off the set of Hulu’s series
Chance with Hugh Laurie and CBS’s
hit radio show User Friendly, Warky
decided to take some time off to
moonlight here at SNAFU Con.
As an actor, Warky first broke
into voice acting narrating audio
books for the blind, and from
there into all facets of media. Some
of his favorite roles include the
audiobooks of Tonya Adolfson’s The
Souls of the Saintlands series, Bali
in HunkiePop, Lady Woo in Nexon’s
Dungeon Fighter Online, Rift Bubbles in
Heroes of Newerth, The Demon Lord in
the Seduce Me Otome series, Mujo Kino in
the Yandere Simulator “Male Rivals” video, and a
homeless man in Ant-Man.

Cole Feuchter

Cole Feuchter is new to the scene but
rising fast. His most notable work is on
GameStop TV as a frequent content
creator for ALL-IN.
He is the English dub voice of
Asakura in Ishida & Asakura. He’s
also known for his work on shows
such as The Saint’s Magic Power is
Omnipotent, The Titan’s Bride, and
Akudama Drive.
His most notable video game work
includes Duguxin, Song Yu, and Zhen
Qi in Legend of the Phoenix; War God Dai
Mubai, Zhao Wuji, Young Oscar, and Yu Xiao
Gang in Soul Land Reloaded; Lenga Valentine

As a musician, Warky is the singer and
songwriter for the parody Mormon
band They Might Be Elders. He has
composed music and done postproduction work for video games,
television, movie trailers, and
more. For added fun, ask about
his performances on clarinet to
dubstep.
Under the tutelage of Yamila
Abraham, CEO and award
winning author of Yaoi Press,
Warky got his start lettering
for Yaoi Press’s web series The
Yaoikuza and has worked on BL
and Yaoi manga both in physical
and digital print. Most recently he’s
worked on full-cast yaoi audiobooks
such as Zolabarth Bi, Trapped Wizard,
and The Yaoikuza.

in Full Service; Naoto Hamasaki
/ Archer Springfield in Camp
Buddy; Lascivion in Mister
Versatile; Shinobi Jiji in
Popup Dungeon; Speaker in
The Divine Speaker; Momo
in Dear Monster; and
additional voices in Contra
Returns.
If you want to learn more
about Cole, you can
check out his Twitter @
LordAzria or his website
at colefeuchter.com.
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Jess Floam

On Twitch Jess is Captain Jest!, a
space pirate captain aboard the
mighty JestExpress where she
sings a siren song of “no
troubles, jest bubbles”.
Raised on the shores of
Lake Tahoe, Captain
Jest and her whiskered
sidekick Tikka the Cat
love to explore our wild
world and the worlds
of video games and
tabletop RPGs, getting
lost in a vast open world
of adventure and intrigue.
SNAFU holds a special
place in her heart as her first
con: she debuted at SNAFU Con
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2010 as PONYO!! singing her Snoop Dogg
parody “Flop it like a Fish” and the rest is
history.
Jess is also a voice actor for animation and
video games. She plays Prof. Magnolia
in PixlDip’s Pokémon Sword and Shieldinspired Minecraft role play and narrates
the anime-inspired audiobook series The
Dorm Room Cat Girl.
She also causes shenanigans and mischief
as gnome druid Chai T. Leafsteeper in a
D&D 5E campaign live-streamed every
other Sunday at twitch.tv/8bit_community
You can check out more of her voice over
work and music at her website at
https://jestbu.bz/
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Photo
Booth
Cosplay
Meetups

N2&3

N4&5

Panel Main

Guests & Clubs

Workshops
Cosplay
Lounge

Registration
N9&10

N11

N6

N7

Artist Alley

Vendors

Panel 2

Manga
Lounge

N12

N8

Video

Johnny
Rockets

Hotel
Elevators

Port of Subs

Escalators

More Food Upstairs
Grand Café (24hr)

Grand Buffet

2nd Street Express (24hr)

Charlie Palmer Steak

Starbucks

Rim Pan Asian Bistro

California Pizza Kitchen

Jamba Juice

Uno Más Street Tacos + Spirits
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Escalators

Yogurt
Beach

Round Table Pizza

Peace Bonding

Need help? Orange ties!

Info Desk
Rovers
Lost & Found
Volunteers
Panelist Check-in

?
ss’s middle

Are you having trouble finding something?
Do you have a question? Do you need any
help at all? Look for an orange tie or bow
tie. Rovers are here to help and we identify
ourselves using bright orange ties!

Theme Room

Second
Stage

Cooldown
Room

Hang Out Space

Tabletop

eGaming

Main Stage
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Photo
Booth

Merchants’
Room

Guests

Cosplay
Meetups
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20

33

Hours
Friday
12:00pm – 7:00pm
Saturday
10:00am – 7:00pm
Sunday
10:00am – 4:00pm
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Artist Alley
Con Store

J

Vendors

DeviantArt

F

Etsy
Facebook
Instagram
Tumblr
Twitter
Web

Vendors
Conventions aren’t just about walking
around, talking with fellow nerds, and
making a fool of oneself. No, they’re
also about the joys of spending money
on oversized wooden swords and
plastic transforming robots!

Merch

L

168 Dragon Trading

dragonstrading.com

S

Akiba HQ

akibahq.com

E

Anime Palace

theanimepalace.com

F

Bishounen Boutique

BishounenBoutique

P

ClosetGeekLLC

closetgeekllc.myshopify.com

O

Dr. Hogan Berry Emporium

M Grass Valley Trading Post

obsidiandesigns.com

C

Greg White

D

Indie Press Revolution

indiepressrevolution.com

N

Jill Colbert

manfishinc.com

J

JS Anime

**

Kobold’s Keep

B

Koryu Mart

koryumart.com

K

MJ Anime Goods

MJAnimeGoods

I

WHERE DA WAIFU

waifuwear.com

A

Yay 4 Anime

yay4anime.com

R

YES ANIME

sekaido.com

koboldskeep.com

** Kobold’s Keep is located in the tabletop gaming area.
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Artist Alley
Visit Artist Alley to find great
fan art, gifts, crafts, and other
handmade things. Drawings,
postcards, buttons, and all
kinds of artistic creations will
be for sale. Meet friendly artists
and commission a picture of
yourself or a favorite anime
character! Artists are creative
1

Artist Alley Check-in

4

Alison Templeton

and fun people. Buy unique and
wonderful things from them
here, in all price ranges.
Con-goers can come here to get
original art and merchandise
from artists ranging from
the barest beginner to the
professionals.

priestessdream

25 ArtByDigits

ArtByDigits.com

20 Cute As A Button By Sara

CuteAsAButtonBySara

18 Elizabeth Jenkins

ahlatoad

6

elizykin

Elizabeth Zysk-King

15 Everything Resin Co.

everythingresinco.com

11 Frances McGee

xofifi.com

29 Garbagedeity

garbagedeity.wixsite.com/arts

28 Hana Mina Crafts

hanamina32

9

holleyteatime.shop

Holley Tea Time

12 Hyperbooster Studio

hyperbooster.com

21 ItsJustSuppi

itsjustsuppi

7

Julian Walker

jackalandhare.com

23 Kelsey Thompson

thatonechickscrafts

16 Lavendorium

lavendorium

30 Lopan Art

lopanart.com

19 Meghan Joy

mjoyart.com

5

wishlessworld.com

Melissa Swanson

33 Monster Smiles

monstersmiles

2

proteangeek.com

Nuriko Windchaser

24 OMNIDAD

omnidad

8

outercastle.wordpress.com

Outer Castle

31 Peck’s Perlers

peckapon

32 Random Art Dude

random_art_dude

22 Shelby Patterson

starsselection

26 Sketch n’ Sew
10 Snorechu

snorechu

14 Super Adorkable

superadorkable.com

17 The-Everlasting-Ash

the-everlasting-ash

3

unisamas-art

Uni’s Magic Shoppe

13 Whitney Mueller

ko-fi.com/lailaizuka

27 Wilbur Northrup

tmnttoyphotography
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Policies (in 5 words or less)
General Policies

Make sure you check out our full policies
General Conduct - Consider others; all-ages con.
Dress Code - Wear appropriate clothes.
at https://snafucon.com/policies
Harassment - Don’t make others feel unwelcome.
Hygiene - Bathe and wear deodorant, please.
Heckling - Don’t be a jerk.
Children - Bring an adult.
Fliers - Put them on the designated table.
Dogs & Pets - Sorry, service animals only.
Con Photography - You let us photograph you.
Photographing Others - Ask permission first.
Weapons - Don’t be stupid.
Alcohol - Not on the con floor.
Sleeping - Sleep.
Casino - Don’t upset venue security.
Hotel - Be considerate of others.
Elevators - Only press one button.
Doors - Use only designated doors.
1
Mock Fighting - Keep it safe.
Policy Lawyering - Don’t.
Staff/Volunteer Complaints & Appeals The feedback session is Sunday,
2
or email feedback@snafucon.com.
Drones - Limited air space with preapproval.
3
Floor RC Vehicles - Limited floor space; peace bonded.
4
More... - Policies subject to change.
5

Dress Code Policies

Badges - Keep badges visible.
Masks - KEEP NOSE AND MOUTH COVERED.
Smoking Cosplays - Bad idea. Forbidden.
Shoes - Wear shoes.
Minimum Coverage - Wear clothes.
Flesh-Colored Underwear - No illusion of nudity.
See-Through Clothing - Wear things underneath.
Underwear as Cosplay - Keep your bits covered.
Short Dresses/Skirts - Wear under-things.
Large Costumes - Be aware of your surroundings.
Signs - Okay, but content is limited.
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Music and Performers

Glow Party Rave

Guest Performers

Time to celebrate SNAFU Con with an awesome rave! Why? Because it’s
AWESOME! Do you really need a good reason to go dance to some cool
tunes, feel the vibes and end the night on a groove-tastic note? What are
you, Vulcan? Get out there, grab your glowsticks, and DANCE!

Da Rap Nerd Live
Da Rap Nerd

Listen to Da Rap Nerd perform live!
Disney & Animated Classics Concert
Jess Floam

Let's get down to business to sing
some songs. Take a Journey to the
Past and sing along to The Bare
Necessities of life. You've Got a Friend
In Me, local singer and ukulele player
Jess Floam, as we jam to animated
classics. What can I say, except, You're
Welcome.
Meme Concert
Jess Floam

Hailing from Texas! Wild,
yet tame and ready to go all
out: F[AI]ZAR’s ready to tear
the roof off. Their kicks will
annihilate your senses. Blasting
Hardcore Like a boss!

Crossword

Across
2. A span of time which is repeated
3. Einstein-Rosen bridge
5. Ripples in time caused by one
action
6. Visiting a time or place for
pleasure
9. “The time traveller panics. He
can’t bear the thought of a world
without the music of Beethoven.”
10. A reality where all concepts of
time and space become irrelevant
11. Pacific Daylight Time

Loud, local, and proud, DJ
Monster shakes the building.
Spinning a mix of Electro
House and Hard Dance.
Proudly serving SNAFU con
it’s yearly dosage of bass for 11
years consecutivly!

Down
1. Poetic way to refer to the past
4. One hour = 7 Earth Years
7. Abnormal or stray from the usual
8. Something that keeps on going,
changing slowly over time

HEYYEYAAEYAAAEYAEYAA Join
Jess Floam and friends in singing the
greatest hits of the century. It will be a
Tenacious task, but we are Always up
for the challenge. C'mon Barbie, let's
go party.
Video Game / Anime Concert
Jess Floam

Jess Floam and friends sing video
game and anime classics with ukulele.
Sing-a-long is always encouraged.
Warky The Chocobo Keyboard
Concert!
Warky T. Chocobo

Follow the chocobo with his mighty
tunes of Video Game Awesomeness!
Listen to the melodies of Warky.
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Panels and Events

*Guest Involvement is in italics!

A New Voice Actor Has Appeared!
Cole Feuchter

Come meet voice actor Cole
Feuchter! Ask him your burning
questions as you get to know him,
who he is, and what all he’s lent his
voice to. It’s not every day you get
full access to the mind of a voice
actor! And who knows, he may end
up your new favorite! That’s right!
Its AMA time people!
Anime and Beats
Da Rap Nerd

Do you like anime? Do you like
Beats? Well come learn how to
flip anime songs into dope beats
and even record a song together
on the spot. Come and enjoy this
fun interactive panel and create
amazing music.
Anime JEOPARDY!
Think you know everything about
anime? Do you probably know
a little TOO much? Flex your
knowledge here, and maybe win
some awesome prizes!
Art and Trauma: Finding Your
True Inspiration
Da Rap Nerd

Learn how to find inspiration even
during hard times and how art can
be therapeutic in helping dealing
with Trauma.
Ascendent Animation

Cole Feuchter, Warky T. Chocobo

Ascendent Animation came
into the scene in 2020 as a new
studio dubbing anime completely
remotely, using actors from all over
the world. Their first project was
Ishida and Asakura, their second
was The Titan’s Bride. Their third?!
You’ll just have to wait and see!
Come chat with Cole Feuchter
and Warky about the
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company and their mission! Who
doesn’t want MORE anime?

about a real voice for change and
insanity! Cthulhu for President!

Bad Hentai (18+)
Bad Hentai returns! Most hentai
is bad, but some is exceptionally
terrible. Why not come spend some
time watching some of the worst of
the worst?

D&D – Our New World
We just built a world, now lets play
in it in this fully improvised D&D
session on Main Stage.

Behind the Voices with Danielle
McRae
Danielle McRae

Talk with Danielle McRae about
her characters in some of your
favorite anime and video games in
an open discussion.
Character and World Building
Aaron Romo

So, you've got an idea for a story
but really want to make sure the
characters and the world they live
in are both living and breathing
believable? We'll go over different
ways to think about how the
characters and the world around
them help to make your story great!
Charity Auction
Come and attend our charity
auction! This year, proceeds will be
going to Big Brothers Big Sisters.
Closing Ceremonies
Con is almost over. Come join us
for one last hurrah!
Cosplay Masquerade
SNAFU Con's annual Cosplay
Masquerade! Enjoy the show
as talented cosplayers compete
for prizes, show off their hard
work, and perform skits for your
amusement! A must-see event!
Cthulhu for President! (16+)
Are you tired of candidates who
promise change but don't deliver?
Are you sick of candidates who
only seem to be insane? Come to
Cthulhu for President and learn

Audience members will be
picked to be players. Non-player
audience will be asked to throw in
suggestions from time to time.
Destination: Tokyo!
Lisle Wilkerson

This is the perfect panel for people
who are planning or wanting to
plan a trip to Japan. Tokyo was the
host of the most recent Olympics,
so there have been all kinds of
changes in the past couple years
– and many of the changes have
made it cheaper AND easier to visit
Japan.
DMing 101
Ever wanted to learn how to DM?
Then this is the panel for you!
SNAFU's local games guru Dragon
Paragon teams up with Waohyau to
bring you the best tips on running
your own game! We'll cover the
basics of organizing and delivering
an enjoyable tabletop experience,
then host a short question and
answer segment at the end.
DMing 201: Dungeon Design
We've learned the basics, now let's
take it a step further. This panel
covers all the important topics
when it comes to building and
executing a dungeon, from pacing
to difficulty to theme. Run by our
resident tabletop guru, Dragon
Paragon, this panel is sure to
give you what you need to blow
your players away with your next
dungeon delve!

Drawing 101

Hentai Redub Live! (18+)

Want to draw but don't know
where to start? Let me show you
how every professional begins
a good, solid and entertaining
drawing! We'll cover things like
gestures, proportions, readability
- even hands and feet! Join me and
let's do some drawing!

Join the bravest of our voice actor
guests as they live-dub a hentai
they’ve never seen before!

Aaron Romo

FABRICS, FABRICS, FABRICS!
Lady Staba

From cotton to silk, learn what
fabrics work best with your
cosplay! Great for beginners to
advanced sewers, Lady Staba will
teach sewing tips and resources for
all types of fabrics and answer all
your questions!
Fairview High
Aaron Romo

Join Aaron Romo, creator of
the highly popular web comic
as he talks about its origins, its
characters, its deep and winding
storyline and more! He'll even
cover points and ideas of how to
package your idea as a pitch, as he
is currently pitching this series to
multiple networks!
Feedback for SNAFU Con
Tell us what you liked, didn't like,
and what we should do next year.

Guests

How to Kill an Hour 101 (18+)
You asked; I listened. How to Kill
an Hour is back, yet again, for more
Cards Against Humanity and candy
fun!
In memory of Inuki
We lost a dear friend and partner. I
wanted to take a chance for us all to
share our memories of Mark/Inuki/
Professor Ficus.
It Gets Better

Wilkerson, Feuchter, McRae, and Warky

You’re Not Alone.
You have probably heard of the
“It Gets Better” movement…first
started in 2010, it was created
in response to the alarming rate
of suicides of teenagers in the
LGBTQ+ community.
This panel is inspired by that
concept…This panel is all about
sharing stories and uplifting &
supporting each other’s individual
journeys.
Every voice deserves to be heard &
acknowledged.

Kinda Sketchy Artists
Have you ever seen an artist
draw using makeup? How
about with a sword? Join our
panel of artists (and maybe draw
along) as they undertake random
art challenges for your viewing
pleasure!
Let's Talk World Building
Do you want to build a world?
Are you a writer or GM? Let's talk
during this Main Stage discussion
panel.
Let’s Talk Japan!
Cole Feuchter

Do you know your Japanese facts
and history? How about certain
trends and pop culture moments?
Test your knowledge in this fun
hour long panel hosted by Cole
Feuchter. Win quizzes to get prizes!
So let’s talk Japan!
Level Up Your Sewing!
Lady Staba

At this panel, you’ll learn tips and
tricks to level up your cosplay
sewing. Learn how to read patterns,
manipulate fabrics, and understand
your machine. All skill levels
welcome!
Magic Leap (16+)
Leap into the future! Come try
a Magic Leap augmented reality
headset. It’s not VR, it’s something
new, a headset that casts a magic
spell on the real world!

Fix Me!

John Gremillion Q&A Panel

Soon to be a YouTube series, Aaron
Romo will go over a few handpicked works by other artists who
have asked for help and show you
what would make these drawings
really sing! It's helpful information
you can all take and use on your
own creations – practical handson advice that really makes a
difference.

John is a stage, film and voice actor
who has been working in anime
for over 20 years, providing voices
for dozens of popular anime titles.
Come chat with John about voice
acting, stage acting, your favorite
roles, embarrassing stories from the
booth, whatever you like!

Genshin Impact Cosplay
Panel
Come join the people of Teyvat
in a joyous time full of games
and a Q&A!
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Aaron Romo

John Gremillion

Opening Ceremonies
Start off your SNAFU Con
2019 adventure right with your
convention chair, MC, and
guests.
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PanelQuest
Join a one-of-a-kind adventure
where the audience decides the
hero's every action! Kick mice,
hoard teeth, and steal hammers on
your way to slaying the Dragon...
all the while either taking the path
laid before you or going wildly off
the rails!
Play Tekken Against Nina

Lisle Wilkerson

Lisle Wilkerson voices Nina and
wants to challenge you to defeat
her. She is a terrible button masher
so it’s all about talking smack as
Nina.
Rave
Come flail around in the dark
with anime-themed music
and pretty lights. Bring
your glow sticks!

Tales of the 6ft Blonde Geisha
Lisle Wilkerson

Join our guest, Lisle Wilkerson, as
she talks about growing up in Japan
and the various cultural differences
between Japan and the US.
The Bombers Secret Society of
Justice Hide-n-Seek
Jess Floam

Hey! Listen! So you wanna join The
Bombers Secret Society of Justice,
huh? Well first you gotta earn it.
See if you can find all 5 Bomber
Kids in a game of hide-n-seek. If
you find us and tell Young Link the
passcode, you're in. And I heard
Young Link
has a

Cole Feuchter

Video Editing Basics

If you’ve ever wanted
to know how to
create content from
YouTube videos to
streaming content
to promotional
material, this panel is
for you. Join GameStop
TV content creator
Cole Feuchter in this
informative look at
his process of content
creation.

Tales of Con Horror (18+)
Warky T. Chocobo

Come hear the terrifying (and
sometimes, hilarious) stories of
conventions past that will haunt
your mind forever!
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This or That – Game Show
Two audience teams will compete
on Main Stage to win a prize. They
will be given a scenario with two
or more options. They will have
to pick one option and defend it
against their opponents in this
comedy style game show. Best
arguments and most comedic
responses will earn point toward
the prize.
Variety Streaming: Is It Good?
Come learn the pros and cons
of being a variety streamer
on Twitch.

So you want to be a
content creator?

Talent Show
Are you a singer, dancer, musician
or magician? Enter our costumed
Talent Show and show off your best
talent to win great prizes!

different waifus? Have you been
waiting for a chance to tell your
real life husbando about your
favorite full-time 2D boy? Is there
something you got to get off your
chest? A roast or otherwise? Join
WHEREDAWAIFU on a journey
through waifu and husbando
appreciation. #wheredawaifu

John Gremillion

John Gremillion has been a
professional video editor for
over 20 years. In this panel,
John breaks down some
basics of video editing using
Adobe Premiere Pro. We’ll
talk about the most efficient
ways to edit from scratch,
cool tips and tricks, and how
to save time and avoid common
mistakes. Ask questions and share
you insights!
Giant
Wallet with
a reward in store. The Bombers
Secret Society of Justice forever!
(No Scrubs Allowed)
The Morning Nerd (16+)
Join the hosts of The Morning Nerd
podcast for a discussion of some of
their favorite anime characters.
This House of Waifu
Do you have a confession you
want to make about a waifu
or husbando? Do you need to
explain why you have so many

Video Game Geek Talk with
Danielle McRae

Danielle McRae

Join Danielle in a discussion on the
state of the video game industry, as
well as discuss your favorite/least
favorite video game moments.
Video Game Voice Acting with
Danielle McRae
Danielle McRae

Meet Danielle McRae as she shares
the process on what it's like to
record for video games.

VIP Meet, Greet, and Treat
Are you a SNAFU Con VIP? Come
enjoy an exclusive chance to visit
and relax with this year’s amazing
guests. Complimentary snacks will
be provided.
VTuber 101
This panel will teach you the ins and
outs of being a VTuber online. Learn
helpful tools to get started with your
own VTuber career!
Wark After Dark! (18+)

Warky T. Chocobo

Come see Warky Unplucked in this
meet and greet, question and answer
panel where anything and everything
goes! ^_^
Where Da Waifu Wars (18+)
Do you think you have what it
takes to be crowned WAIFU
CHAMPION? How far are you
willing to go to defend your waifu’s
honor? How about your husbando’s?
Hosted by WHEREDAWAIFU,
join us for a battle of true wit and
moxie as you test your mettle against
other would be waifu warriors to
see who has the best waifus of them
all. Only true Waifu Warriors may
be crowned, and there can only be
ONE. #wheredawaifu
Prizes awarded to attendees
who participate in
#WHEREDAWAIFUWARS.
Yapping about Yaoi! With Cole and
Warky (18+)
Cole Feuchter, Warky T. Chocobo

Join Cole Feuchter and Warky, voice
actors from some of your favorite
Yaoi/BL visual novels, (Camp
Buddy, Full Service, Mister Versatile
and more!) and the Vice President
and Sound Engineer of Ascendent
Animation, as they discuss the
importance of telling LGBT stories
in anime, their work in the Yaoi/
BL genre and even some of their
personal favorites! And bring those
burning questions you’re dying to
ask as well!

E-Gaming
All Day Gaming Action!
Our Console and Arcade Gaming
area goes live when the doors open
on Friday, and doesn’t shut down
until con is over! Enjoy some of
your favorite titles from our diverse
selection of games, spanning
from modern-day offerings to the
classics. You might even find a new
favorite game!
DragonBall FighterZ
Arc System Works immensely
popular tag battle fighting frenzy
will once again be available for
tournament play at SNAFU Con.
Played on PS4 and PS5.
Guilty Gear Strive
The newest addition to the Guilty
Gear game series. Available for
tournament play. Played on PS4
and PS5.
Mario Kart 8 Deluxe
The ultimate in Nintendo-based
road rage. Who needs perfect
racing lines and heel-and-toe
braking when you’ve got blue
shells? Available for free-play and
tournament play. Played on Switch.
Melty Blood Type Lumina
The newest game from the Melty
Blood series, made by the creators
of UNICLR. With new tech, this
game is one not to miss. Available
for tournament play. Played on PS4
and PS5.

Mortal Kombat 11
The eleventh main installment to
the Mortal Kombat series. Available
for tournament play. Played on PS4
and PS5.
Smash Bros Melee
Partake in the classic Super
Smash Bros Melee tournament for
Gamecube. With gameplay tech
faster than its successors, Melee
requires precision skill and inputs
to play top tier. Available for freeplay and tournament play. Played
on Gamecube and Wii.
Smash Bros Ultimate
Join in the fun with Smash Bros
Ultimate, introducing Sora from
Kingdom Hearts. This game fills up
its bracket quickly, so register ahead
of time. Available for free-play and
tournament play. Played on Switch.
Tekken 7
The King of Iron Fist Tournament
continues, with new fighters joining
the battle. Available for tournament
play. Played on PS4 and PS5.
Under Night In-Birth
Also known as UNICLR, made
by the same creators as the Melty
Blood series, this title has been
increasing in popularity since
its newest update. Available for
tournament play. Played on PS4
and PS5.

Arcade provided by

Don’t Miss a
Single Minute!
Many of our tournaments
will be streamed on Twitch
at twitch.tv/snafucon

GameSaru
na_gamesaru
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Tabletop Gaming
BattleTech: A Game of Armored
Combat
BattleTech is the game of giant
stompy robots battling for fame and
fortune. If you like Mecha, this is
your game! Demonstrations and 1
on 1 play times available.

D&D: Death House
In the land of Barovia, Death House
awaits the party that can solve its
problems. 2 children, Rosavalda and
Thornboldt, are in the street before
the house. Will you pay heed to
them?

Cardlords Presents
CardLords Presents allows you to
play games like BattleGoats, Pirate's
Flag, and Lucky Luau with their
creator! Stop by to enjoy good games
or speak with an expert on game
design.

D&D: Disturbance at the
Slaughterhouse
The rural town of Callenburg needs
help. The traveling necromancer
usually makes an appearance every
few months to tamp down the
necromantic energies generated by
mass death, such as those produces
by battlefields and slaughterhouses.
Chronicles of Crime: 1400
However, a few months ago
In this Altered Reality board game,
something went wrong, and when
you and your friends step into the
the traveler stopped by a few weeks
shoes of a famed knight and solve
crimes in the medieval past! Consult ago to handle the problem, he was
your family, view prophetic visions, killed. Three slaughterhouse workers
have also been killed, and now the
and use your trusty dog Percival
slaughterhouse is left empty because
to scour Paris for clues, witnesses,
the workers will not go in. As the
and evidence to solve the crimes
town’s major employer, this has hit
contained within! An introductory
the town hard. Will you help them
case takes about an hour to solve.
solve the problem?
D&D Character Creation
D&D: Hatching Undead
Workshop
The Barrow farm has always made
Come create the character you
more profit than their neighbors,
will portray in the horror themed
because they do their own
modules available for play. All
butchering and don’t have to pay
accepted books available, and a
a town butcher to do it for them.
Master GM on hand to help you
But something has gone wrong.
flesh out your character.
When the market crew returned to
the farm, they found the rest of the
family dead. Determined to figure
out what had happened and stop it,
three of the boys stayed overnight,
only to be found dead in the
morning. Now, no one stays there.
Will you help the stricken family?
D&D: Small Town Problems
Jedafore has always been that
little rural town that travelers
pass through and call the locals
queer. Townsfolk customarily leave
offerings to the spirits of the area
at a clearing just outside of town.
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Recently, however, when people go
to make offerings, they are getting
attacked by something, which has
killed a couple of townsfolk and
injured another. Hunting hounds
has not been able to find any traces
to follow, and now the townsfolk are
afraid that the land itself is turning
against them. Will you help the
town?
D&D: The Korkati Mazes
This Dungeons and Dragons
adventure pits you against the
Korkati Mazes, the remnants of a
long-lost city, buried deep beneath
the desert sands. The desert
winds will scour the dunes clean,
unearthing mysterious ruins which
hold rich treasures and deadly foes,
but your greatest enemy is time, as
the desert will swallow the ruins
again before long, and if you are still
in them, the sands will claim you as
well!
Adventure written and supplied by
Kobold's Keep. Characters provided.
Adventure different every time.
Destiny Aurora: Renegades
Destiny Aurora: Renegades is a
fast-paced, sci-fi adventure game
that takes place both on the planet's
surface and in orbit as the Renegades
try to complete missions while
attempting to be thwarted by the
Coalition agents. Campaign-based
miniatures game. Choose a ship,
choose a crew, and choose a side.
Magic: The Gathering
The oldest trading card game in the
world awaits you! Summon powerful
creatures, unleash ancient magic,
and master dread artifacts in the
one and only Magic: The Gathering!
You'll find plenty a worthy foe to
challenge, or you can begin your
epic journey here!

Paint and Take
Come down to our famous Paint
and Take! Pick up any miniature
you like; its price includes unlimited
time at our painting table with
our supplies. Local experts will be
around to share tips, give advice,
and display their own projects, so
make sure to take a look!
Pokemon Trading Card Game
The Pokemon Trading Card Game
awaits you! Come learn how to play
with our in-house experts or show
off your deck with those who'll
appreciate it. Play how you want to
play or learn the game and join the
fun!
Red Markets
Zombies, got your zombies here!
Red Markets is a post zombie
apocalypse game of economic
horror. You and your crew are
“Takers”, the ones who leave the
safe enclaves and go out to collect
resources from the zombie hordes.
Play is entirely in the theater of the
mind, so come prepared to imagine
what it might be like 5 years after a
zombie apocalypse happens.
Shadows of Brimstone
A two to four player cooperative
game where you step into the role
of characters from the Wild West
to take on otherworldly horrors
haunting an abandoned mine.
Choose from a myriad of heroes, be
they the Bandido or the Saloon girl,
and bring the fight to the forces of
evil!
SNAFU D&D: Lost Time
The DMs of SNAFU have written
a unique adventure to celebrate
the weekend! Each day of the
convention has a new adventure
available for play, with Town Out
of Time on Friday, Curse Breakers
on Saturday, and The Would-Be
Master on Sunday! Don't miss these
thrilling games!
Speed Painting Contest
Ready! Set! PAINT! You have one
hour to paint a miniature using the
provided supplies! All you have

to do to enter is a buy a miniature,
so gear up and give it your best
effort to earn fabulous prizes! Of
course, your miniature is yours to
keep after you finish.
Tabletop and Chill (16+)
Come, relax, and unwind from a
day full of gaming by pulling up
a seat... and doing more gaming.
During the after hours, Dragon
Paragon is happy just to jam out
with whoever's around and run
games by request, or bust out some
old favorites.

Play in a Pathfinder event for a
chance to win a Paizo gift certificate!
PFS #2-01: Citadel of Corruption
Levels 1–4 • Scott D. Young

A new year dawns for the Pathfinder
Society. For the past several years,
Pathfinders have explored the edges
of the Iobarian wilderness, making
Universus
new allies and discovering hints
Prepare for the fight of the century! at a long-forgotten past. Now, the
Universus puts you in the shoes of
Decemvirate has decided that it
your favorite character, whether it
is time for the Pathfinders to do
be Bakugo from My Hero Academia what Pathfinders do best: explore,
or Spike from Cowboy Bebop,
report, and cooperate! In an ancient
and pits you in a no-holds barred
cyclopean ruin, the Society seeks to
fight against your opponent! With
stake their claim with both a new
representatives from Street Fighter,
lodge and, hopefully, new insights
Soul Calibur, MHA, Cowboy Bebop, into Iobaria's remote history. Some
Yu Yu Hakusho, and Mega Man, this secrets are best left buried, however.
is a card game you've got to see to
Will the PCs make a name for
believe!
themselves as modern day explorers,
or will the evil lurking at the heart of
the Iobarian dig site consume their
hopes and dreams?
PFS #2-03: Catastrophe's Spark
Levels 1-4 • Tineke Bolleman

In the ruined cyclopes city of MinKhadaim, the Pathfinders search for
answers into the disappearance of
one of their own and the nature of a
dangerous ritual. As the Pathfinders
delve ever deeper into Iobaria's
lost past, will they find the answers
they seek, or will they uncover even
greater dangers than those that have
already been unleashed?
PFS #2-05: Balancing the Scales
Levels 1-4 • Jessica Catalan

The Sewer Dragons reach out to the
Pathfinder Society, concerned about
a missing contact. The Pathfinders
discover that this is no mere
meet and greet, however,
as strange events and a
mysterious cult become
tangled together in a web of
mystery.
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PFS #2-09: The Seven Secrets
of Dacilane Academy

themselves too caught-up in the
event to escape?

SFS #4-06: Combatant's Concerto:
Prelude to Revolution

Dacilane Academy, located near the
Grand Lodge, is a storied institution
that sees to the education of many
children of Pathfinders. However,
the academy’s benefactor, J
Dacilane, has recently heard rumors
from his students of seven strange
phenomena manifesting on campus.
Despite his doubts that these are
simply the imaginings of students
raised on Pathfinder tales, J has
called in a favor with the Pathfinder
Society to investigate—both to put
his students’ minds at ease and for
the good learning opportunity a
Society report about the school
would provide. But are there more
to these urban legends than meets
the eye?

SFS #4-02: Settling Accounts

When a violent insurrectionist
group threatens an upcoming space
gala in the Veskarium, a group
of Starfinders find themselves
caught in the crossfire. Innocent
lives hang in the balance unless
the PCs can discover who's behind
the dangerous plot and stop them
before it's too late.

PFS #2-11: The Pathfinder Trials

At the request of the Dataphiles
faction leader, a team of Starfinders
travels to Verces to recruit a
mysterious hacktivist who has
attempted to contact the Society
on multiple occasions, hoping that
their expertise can help solve the
mystery surrounding the ongoing
Data Scourge digital attacks.
Another wave of digital interference
forces the PCs’ ship to crash-land
on the planet’s dangerous Darkside.
The PCs trek across an inhospitable,
frozen landscape toward civilization,
hoping there’s still time to complete
their mission…

Levels 1-4 • Rigby Bendele

Level 1 • Sean McGowan

Every year, the Pathfinder Society
inducts new classes of recruits
into their ranks. The three deans
of the Society's schools, the Spells,
Scrolls, and Swords, are responsible
for ensuring that the new recruits
have the basic skills and experience
necessary to thrive in the field. PCs
participating in this adventure will
get to meet all three of the Society's
deans and undergo their unique
challenges, proving their worth
and fitness to join the Pathfinder
Society!
PFS #2-13: A Gilded Test
Levels 1-4 • Kalervo Oikarinen

Called to the city of Oppara, a
group of Pathfinders quickly find
themselves assigned to investigate
a clandestine fighting tournament
taking place in the city streets.
However, there’s more to this
tournament than meets the eye, and
the PCs must quickly uncover the
true motives behind those holding
for these brutal bouts. Can the PCs
learn the truth before they find
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Levels 1-4 • Alison Cybe

Starfinders explore a previously
uncharted planet in the Vast while
searching for a missing socialite.
SFS #4-03: Battle for the Beacon
Levels 5-8 • Abbey Schnell

Starfinders sent to repair a
malfunctioning Drift Beacon
encounter two factions both vying
for control of the object. Even if they
can solve the situation and fix the
Beacon, a surprising development
awaits them when they return to
Absalom Station.
SFS #4-04: Mission Not Found
Levels 3-6 • Rigby Bendele

SFS #4-05: A Waltz Through
Myriad Worlds

Levels 1-4 • Fabby Garza, Quinn Murphy,
Alexi Greer, and Katrina Hennessy

A group of Starfinders get the
chance to explore an exciting
new frontier by using a powerful
artifact that transports them to
alternate realities. It's the PCs'
job to investigate four mysterious
destinations, learn what they can,
and return to the mobile Starfinder
lodge to report their findings.

Levels 3-6 • Shay Snow

SFS Intro: Year of the Data
Scourge
Levels 1-4 • Jenny Jarzabski

As they return home from a
successful mission, a team of
Starfinders are caught in the chaos
of an ongoing digital attack on
Absalom Station. Can the PCs battle
their way through malfunctioning
technology, hostile robots, and
panicked crowds to help defend
headquarters, or will the Society's
most important digital assets be
corrupted by the Data Scourge?

Can you navigate the
Sands of Time??

Start

End
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SNAFU Con 2021 Staff
Chairs
Eduardo Yarhi
Beta
Chair Support
Adam Cox
Angie
Fluffy
Tim Hof
Artist Alley
Nuriko Windchaser
Ami noMiko
Alison Templeton
Judith Kenyon
Katana Barton
Melissa Swanson
Cosplay
Shontell
Beta
Ethan Campbell
Dance

Bryan “KMittens” Elliott

Guests
Cassy Much

Color Key:
Top-Level Director
Department Head
General Staff
Volunteer

Gaming
John Mallari
Abe Navarro
K.Ci Chandler
Angie

Tucker Smedes
Tabletop CCG
James Tabacco
Robin Albert
Zachary Hamilton

Arcade Gaming
Kenchan
Daniel Gumbs
Benjamin Healey
Cynthia Vo
Jace Ganuar

Human Resources
Cassy Much
Llama

Console Gaming

Logistics
Jared Volk
Sammich
Cassy Much
Sam Schuler

Alejandro Ruvalcaba Rodriguez

Dylinn Villatoro
Mariah Langley
Tiffany Ingland
Tyco

PC Gaming
Nichole Price
Tabletop Gaming
Eduardo Yarhi
Shontell
Jason Liswood
Ankit Bombwal
Kevin Patraw
Brian DeForest
Dallas Pruett
Mark Nagy
Randal Andrews
Tabletop Board Games
Margarete Jessberger
Martin McMahon

IT
Sam “Sammich” Hanes

Manga Library
Darian Potichny
Matthew Miner
Marketing
Graphic Design
Beta
Sammich
Nuriko Windchaser
Darian Potchny
Sam Schuler
Press
Eduardo Yarhi
Social Media
Nuriko Windchaser
Ami noMiko

Photography
Joseph Eguizabal
Philanthropy
Tobias Locke
Programming
Sam Schuler

Tech
Sammich
Ethan Campbell
Kmittens
Joseph Neville
Sam Schuler
Theme
Chris Brown

Hentai
Sammich
Main Stage
Sam Schuler
Thomas Kelly
Tobias Locke
Video
Bryan Hines
Andrea Yarhi
Registration
Cassy Much
Sammich
Tiffany Lau
Alexa Shaver-Sheridan
Dave Guntner
Kevin Davis
Rovers
Robert Avery
Aidan Hernandez
Fluffy

Vendors
Omega M
Venue
Eduardo Yarhi
Volunteers
Blanca Hall
Cassy Much
Website
Beta
Sammich
Thomas Kelly
Ami noMiko
Dave Guntner
Joseph Neville
Omega M

Swap Meet
Nuriko Windchaser
Ami noMiko
Katana Barton

Check out our staff artists:
Darian: www.deviantart.com/one-more-coffee-pls
Nuriko Windchaser: www.deviantart.com/nuriko-chan

Whether this is your first year or your tenth year, we hope you’ve
enjoyed our con. It takes hard work and dedication from staff and
volunteers to make this event great. We continue to strive to make
this convention better each year, but we can’t do it without your
help. Email hr@snafucon.com and tell us you want to be staff! Not
only will you contribute to SNAFU Con’s awesomeness, you’ll also
get a free badge!
Now I know what you’re saying, “Staff? That sounds like a lot of
hard work!” Well, it is, but ask any staff member and they’ll tell
you it’s worth the effort. If your time is limited but you still want to
help out, consider volunteering! Sign up as a volunteer by emailing
volunteers@snafucon.com and letting us know! Volunteers only help
out during con. You can earn your registration fee back with just
four hours a day. You still get to see the panels, watch the anime, and
participate in the tournaments.
With your help, we’ll continue grow into a bigger and better con.
Join us!
See you next year for SNAFU Con 2022!

me.
ze my sister in ti
I managed to free
It was cool.
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